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The term systemic thinking refers to the approach to governance and operations, when single business decisions are analyzed based on the systemic consequences they have. For example, if a company invests in a new computer program, system thinking leads to an analysis of additional infrastructure, employee hiring, training and
business delay costs, which will result in it. A thorough analysis of all the potential costs and benefits of a business decision or activity can help you avoid spent expenses. Systemic thinking has been around since the 1950s; However, a March 2011 Fast Company article noted that it was not actually a successful business process.
Promising in theory, the perspective of the systems could hinder the company's creativity, originality and design capabilities. This creates an environment where all solutions require careful theoretical analysis and risks are less common. This post from Leila Acaroglou on six fundamental concepts of systemic thinking does a great job of
identifying and summing up some of the key ideas that I would argue have become much more important and more widely applied in the complex adaptive environment in which businesses of all types now operate. In the book, we talk about how new strategies are increasingly needed to navigate complex scenarios efficiently and shift
contexts. Thus, the basic principles of systemic thinking have never been more relevant. I write this for my own gain, but as always, it's worth reading the original. One of the main concepts of systemic thinking is interconnectedness. The system is a set of interconnected components that work together in a particular environment to
perform any functions necessary to achieve the goal of the system (Donella Meadows). Therefore, all elements in the system rely on something else (and often a complex array of things) for survival: '... when we say everything is interconnected in terms of systemic thinking, we define a fundamental principle of life. From this we can shift
the way we see the world, from a linear, structured mechanical outlook to a dynamic, chaotic, interconnected array of relationships and feedback cycles. So the shift in thinking from linear to circular, and systemic thinking seeks to shake up the relationship between these interconnected things. If the analysis is to break down complexity
into managed components and therefore more decoupionist and suitable for a mechanical, linear view of the world, the goal in systemic thinking is synthesis, or how the elements combine to create something new. As such, it requires assessing not only individual components but relationships and dynamics between these individual
components, and how they combine to create everything: synthesis is the ability to see The appearance is the result of things interacting and coming together to produce something else (I liked this quote from R Buckminster Fuller that Leila used: There's nothing in the caterpillar that tells you it's going to be a butterfly). When elements
interact with the system, they create constant feedback cycles between components. These feedback loops can be both reinforcement and balancing. An enhancing feedback cycle can happen when elements in the system encourage more of the same thing, which is often not a good thing, as a large number of a single element can be
continuously improved, which often leads to it taking over. It reminded me of the john Wiltshire pattern problem he invented on the latest Firestarters: Conversely, balancing feedback cycles is self-correcting and produces stability rather than strengthening more of the same (like the predator/prey situation in natural ecosystems). But
dramatic changes in the ecosystem can turn balancing feedback cycles into reinforced. In an ever-evolving dynamic system, understanding feedback and deactivation cycles, or how elements affect each other, becomes important. When we mapping systems, we have to consider not only the elements but the connections, relationships
and feedback cycles between them. We can then develop ideas around interventions or strategies that can shape the system in the most effective way possible. It strikes me that this way of thinking is much more important now in business. Not least because generating values is less about rigid, linear processes and more about network
relationships. If businesses are increasingly operating as part of more complex ecosystems, we need to be able to map the constituent parts, assess relationships, feedback cycles and the act between them, and how we can create and organize successful networks that work for everyone involved. We need to understand how intervention
in one area affects dynamics in other areas. A strategy is a loop, or a circle, not a linear process. Being nimble and adaptive is not replacing one rigid process with another. It's about responding to changing dynamics in increasingly complex environments. For more like this, order your copy of creating a flexible business through digital
transformation, or you can join our community to access exclusive book-related content. Image source When walking the line on business process management (BPM) analysis and implementation, two valuable and non-technical skills are experience and judgment. Learning the latest techniques, such as Agile, Lean and Six Sigma, fills
training pipelines. These skills are useful. However, I recommend a second look at areas that are not currently at the forefront of the popularity of practitioners. My themes are system thinking and system dynamics. These areas were the first time during the 1940s and Jay Wright Forrester. He is not currently as famous as the founder of
scientific management and quality, such as Deming or Juran, Peter Dryker or Warren Bennis; Nevertheless, his contribution to the knowledge and methodology of our systems is very important. He may be one of the least known key thinkers who moved science and technology forward during the last half of the 20th century. (Please see
the sidebar below for forrester's major achievements.) System thinking and system thinking dynamics have two key postulates: all systems regulate or adapt (or die), and the better adapted to one environment, the harder it is to survive when the environment changes. Other key attributes: The most important aspects of systems are the
relationships between components, and aspects of a single component should be consistent with the impact on the system as a whole. Systems can be parts or contain other systems, and finally elements that are not connected inside the system are separate (but may be part of another system). Forrester influenced many key aspects of
military and academic thought. While part of Dynamics added excitement, it was part of the thinking that yielded results. An example of systemic thinking, by nature, is the link between a spotted owl in Oregon, and its diminishing environment. Another is the impact on the monarch butterfly in the Mexican habitat bastard, as well as the
plight of an African elephant or Asian tiger from poaching and habitat extinction. Environmental changes cause stress and, ultimately, catastrophe. An example of systemic thinking from the business problems of rare earth - the impact on the production of elements such as cell phone screens, high-power magnets and medical devices
such as MRI scans as components have become fifty times more expensive. China, the only source of rare earth such as Disprobium or Yttrium, has withheld supplies from buyers in the U.S. and Japan, following a single incident over ownership of a barren island in the South China Sea. Now the U.S. is trying to reopen the mine in
California, closed earlier due to low prices from China. The closed mine will reopen in 2015, now that we know that having only one supplier can be very expensive and risky. BPM, in my opinion, is a superset of feeding disciplines that will also be strong in their own rights. Among them is Business Analysis (IIBA is a key leader), project
management (PMI in the foreground), IT as a driver, business architecture and quality (ASQ the main leader of the US), some of which have gone on for more than a century, back when the technology tool was the rule of the slide. Theories and formulas are pre-sufficient. The court and remaining the authorities overcame many bubbles
and quirks. Strong, stable and innovative organizations prevailed. In our scheme, it is most often ignored Step B, cycle feedback. Thus, our progress through key steps really be: The future - Where do we want to be? Feedback Cycle – How will we know when we get there? Present - Where are we now? System - What are all the steps?
Figure 1: System development environment The key addition is Feedback. This determines the path running backwards, from purpose to present. Without this precise definition of what is to be achieved, the goal remains vague and uncertain.  It's well known, as in Stephen Cowie's book 7 Habits, how to Start over in mind.  However, many
of us don't think this way under pressure. (Figure 1 may also relate to Shewhart and Deming's PDCA (Plan- Do-Check-Act) that cause constant feedback.) BPM benefits over more timely disciplines, such as project management, are highlighted in Table 1 below. This broader perspective gives environment thinking systems, To thrive in:
Table 1: BPM Strengths and Attributes Looking at some features (growth of expert analysis and practices of key BPM feeder groups - PMI, IIBA, BPMS modeling, major consulting firms, American Quality Society, boutique bpms companies, business schools such as Stanford, MIT, Harvard Business School, Chicago U. - these
organizations encapsulated some old practices, moving BPM as mature , if not yet dominant, a subject to improve business. BPM goes beyond silos-oriented tools and practices, with the goal of covering the totality of the enterprise - at an end-to-end, longer range, basic processes - with goals to maximize the potential benefits of effort
and outcomes. The industry as a whole has not yet adopted the principles of business process management wholeheartedly. However, the elements of the component themselves are also vital for BPM purposes and purposes.  Elevator disciplines such as marketing, human resources, manufacturing, accounting, which emphasize the
functional level of skills and results, are also necessary and valuable for business.  The downside lies in the shortsightedness of looking only at each discipline separately, which leaves a lot of synergy off the table. However, treating the project as a standalone unit will exclusively sub-optimize and confine yourself to much smaller periods
of improvement, due to barriers to discipline specialization and time constraints.  BA, PM, IT contribute to corporate gain, but elevator thinking limits many opportunities. Understanding the limitations and boundaries of Systems Dynamics, the wider scope and capabilities are expanding to integrate connections and synergies. Examples -
Counter-terrorism protection and other Terrorist Report on dirty bomb threats to the Port of Baltimore in the mid-2000s, thankfully false alarm, raised many interesting questions with profound effects of the systems. Very little evidence remains because was quickly covered up.  Most of us have never heard of it. Here's what happened for
nearly three days: The port was closed for shipping for a short time. But if one of the millions of shipping containers that enter the U.S. each year were to bring in terrorist weapons, it would cause quite a stir. It turns out, however, that the most serious problem may not be the loss of life, as it would be awful, but the economic following from
the event, not the event itself.  As the Coast Guard kept ships from entering, products deteriorated, schedules were disrupted, deadlines were missed in time and businesses hundreds of miles away were forced to close due to a lack of materials. Roads were clogged, rail supplies were cancelled, truck drivers idled and so on. The most
fundamental question, it turned out, was whose job was to make decisions?   Was the decision made to reopen the port by the Coast Guard, Harbormaster, Baltimore mayor, Maryland governor or homeland security director?  How would the elements be coordinated and who would communicate with them?  Finally, the port was reopened
and the backlog was eliminated. Each unit had its obligations, but the overall system was not evaluated at the end. If a similar but real event occurred in Los Angeles, New York or New Orleans, what steps should happen to mitigate the damage?  What measures, both physical and financial, should take place to recover?  How much GDP
should be allocated to prevent and realistic civic planning for first responders, equipment, civil mobilization and survivors? These issues are still not clear and do not deal systematically. Some progress is taking place across state, local and federal borders, but many obstacles remain. One way to improve would be to do that if planning and
testing at many levels. (It will also increase employment opportunities.) An example of failure is a fire and explosion in the Western state of Texas.  Dozens of homes are (were) within half a mile of a fertilizer storage plant that exploded in April 2013.  Dozens of houses burned to the ground. It is the same experience that took place in
Toulouse, France, which blew up in 2005, killing 31 and injuring more than 2,000 from flying glass. How many other places have accident-prone storage facilities, and what can be done to reduce the risk? Apparently we didn't learn anything from the French incident. People live on the coastline now at increased risk of continuous flooding.
What long range plan will be put into life? What flood control will be put in lower Manhattan, which was submerged under two feet of water during Hurricane Sandy, causing more than a billion dollars in subway flooding?  Finally, whose work will figure out and determine how to make the necessary changes? The Dynamics system can
view an entire area Consistently. It's an intersection of content, process and structure, with you aiming to determine who's doing what and what's needed. Sidebar: Jay Wright Forrester (1918 - ) His achievement: Forrester got his start developing theory and practice under pressure from World War II.  As a civilian professor at MIT, he
examined feedback loops He developed the sidemechanisms used in the development of radars, flight simulators and early computers, including magnetic core storage, which accelerated early computer technology.  By the late 1940s, military interest in computer development had begun to figured out. Then, the detonation of the Soviet
atomic bomb in 1949 instantly changed all that, and the arms race was off and running, dragging computerization along with it. Forrester was one of the founders of the MIT Sloan School of Management, and was influential in mitre corporation (originally MIT Research and Engineering). Collaborated with John von Neeman on the
development of the ENIAC computer; and finally with Kenneth Olsen, who later became the founder of digital equipment corporation.  (It's ok if you don't know these guys, but they've made the most of our current technology possible).) In 1989 he was awarded the National Medal of Technology, among many other honors. Honors.
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